
CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS 
SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
We are committed to continuous improvement in our  
environmental performance, and have established a number 
of goals and initiatives that we continue to implement to achieve 
this objective. Where possible we always use biodegradable  
raw materials and all our finished product packaging is reusable  
or recyclable. 

This is only a start, we will be continually strive  
to better our  environmental performance.  
Visit chemicalsolutions.co.nz for more information.

We believe this information to be reliable. It is offered in good faith but without guarantee as conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control.

MULTI-PURPOSE House exteriors, walls & 
floors, machine parts, kitchens & benches, 
bakeries & powder plants

Universal Cleaner
Concentrated universal cleaner for use in a huge application range including exterior house and 
commercial building surfaces, walls, floors, machine parts, commercial and industrial kitchens food 
plant/bakery benches and all general equipment. Powerful wetting agents cut through grime layers. 
Especially good  in ‘dry’ soiling applications such as in powder plants, floor scrubbers, and bakeries.

DIRECTIONS
For light hard surface cleaning, dilute with warm or cold potable water at a ratio of 1:100 (1% 
solution, 10ml per litre). 
Medium-duty cleaning at a ratio of 1:50 (2% solution,  20ml per litre).
Heavy cleaning, dilute to 1:20  (5% solution, 50ml per litre).

MPI APPROVAL
MPI APPROVED C31 (All animal product except dairy).
General purpose detergent which is not for use on food surfaces, but may be used on floors and 
walls. Before using this compound in food areas, all product and packaging material must be 
removed from the room. Accidental spillage onto food surfaces must be thoroughly washed off with 
potable water.

CONCENTRATED

POWERFUL WETTING AGENT

MEDIUM FOAMING FORMULA

NON-CAUSTIC

SUITABLE FOR STEEL & ALLOY

FP07

REORDER
5 Litres FK-UNI05
20 Litres FK-UNI20

PROPERTIES 
APPEARANCE Blue Liquid
FRAGRANCE No Fragrance 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1.06
pH 13.0 (100%)
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